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Introd ~ction. There has been a grea.t deal of recent interest 
in the stability analysis of numerical methods used for the solution 
of partial differential equations. We can divide the analysis into 
the following procedures. First, it is necessary to prove th~ exis
tence and uniqueness of a solution. Second, we must determine the 
stability characteristics of this solution. Various types of stabil
ity can b(i! investigated, e.g., linear stability, asymptotical stability, 
nonlinear stability in a neighbourhood of the steady-state solution." 
Such an analysis can be made analytically only in exceptional cases. 
Hence there arises a need to develop numerical methods for solving 
problems of mathematical physics, which enable us not only to find 
a solution but also to get some information about its stability. 

The method we analyse in this pap~r is the continuation of the 
ideas proposed by Ciegis (19'g2~). We consider a general approach 
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for solving the stability problem. As a rule, iterative methods are 
used to solve nonlinear stationary boundary-value problems. Each 
iterative method leads to a new time dependent problem with addi
tional terms depending on a fictitious time variable. We note that 
such a transition is not unique. Therefore, it is necessary to com
pare these various methods. The aim of the present investigation is 
to develop iterative methods, which lead to a stable solution for a 
set of parameters, as wide as possible. Note that we analyse the in
troduction of fictitious time as a. pure mathematical operation with 
a very specific goal to solve the given stationary problem, and to 
investigate the stability of its solution at the same time. In appli
cations stationary mathematical models are obtained by removing 
the temporal variable t. Therefore, we can use this evolution model 
as one of iterative methods and define this type of stability as 1a 
physical stability. As shown below, various methods of introduc
tion of fictitious time lead to not coinciding regions of parameters 
for which the solution is stable and th~ physically correct one may 
be not the best. 

1. The problem class. As the first example we consider a 
linear boundary value problem 

.6.u = fez), z E G, 

u(z,) = 0, zE 8a,G = Gu8G, 

where 
. ." 82u 

; .6.u7= E 81' 
. i=l' z. 

and .the doma.in G is in; R." with boundary 8G and sides parallel tQ 
the'toordinate axes. Then introducing a fictitious time variable,. 
weobt~in a. par'aboli~' boundary value problem' , 

'I' '1' , 

au . 
at = .6.u,:- f, z E G x (0, T], 

u(z,O),= llo(z),z E G, 
u(z,t) =0; zE8Gx(O,T]. 

(1.2a) 

(1.2b) 

(1.2c) 
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By using the Fourier method we get that the solution of (1.2) 
converges to the steady-state solution .of (1.1) for .any initial func
tion uo(x). Therefore, the steady-state solution is asymptotically 

·stable. 
Analogous results are valid for. the discrete approximation of 

(1.1). Let Wh be a uniform space grid covering Gu8G 

Xkj ;'jh}. 

Then using finite difference method for (1.1) results in the following 
system of equations 

n 

EY~izoi = I(x), 
i=l 

There we use notations introduced by Saniarskij (1983) 

Y = y(x,tj), .fI = Y(X,tj+l), Yt = (fI- Y)/T, 

Y~ = (Yi - Yi-t)/h,' Yzo = (Yi+l - Yi)/h. 
> • 

It is sufficient to consider an implicit differep..cescheme 
. ' . 

. Yt=A~-/(z), XEW~ X.W~I· 
y(x) = 0, x E 8~h X WT! ct. . ,. 

in order to ptov~ the asymptotitalstability ~(the steady~stat~ dif
ference solution. 

Next we investigate two important nonlin~l;l.r mathematical 
models. The first model arises wh~n we treat counterpropagating 
waves in a Brillouin-adive medium (se~ N~rum et al., 1988) 

• .' - j I I' , • ' 

u(O) = I, (l.3a) 

,. . (1.3b) 
, t r 

where u(z), v(z) are the amplitudes of the forward and backward 
travelling w~ves. , .. 
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The second mathematical model is more complicated. It de
scribes optical phase conjugation in stimulated Brillouin scattering 
(SBS) with pump depletion. Under steady-state conditions, the 
complex pump and SBS amplitudes u(z, r), v(z, r) satisfy the equa
tions (see Lehmberg, 1982; Volkova, 1988) 

a~~) + iJlAu = -"/(z)I~(z)12u(z), u(O, r) = uo(r), (1.4a) 

a~~) _ iJlAv = -,(z)lu(z)12v(z), v(L, r) = vL(r), (l.4b) 

u(z, R) = v(z, R) = 0, au(z, O)/ar = av(z,O)/ar = 0, (l.4c) 
1 a au 

Au = ;: or (r or)' Jl = 0.5k, 

where, Ie is the magnitude of the propagation vectors (assumed 
equal for the two vectors), r is the transverse coordinate, and ,,/(z) ~ 
"/0 > 0 is the coupling coefficient. Numerical solving of (1.4) is 
a nontrivial problem, because the initial conditions for the two 
coupled functions u(z, r), v(z, r) are defined on opposite sides of 
the region 0 ~ z ~ L. The problem (1.4) is solved numerically 
by Buzelis et al. (1990), Ciegis, Kairyte and Norvaisas (1990), 
Lehmberg (1982, 1983), Volkova (1988), (see also the references 
cited in these papers). Iterative methods for the problem (1.4) are 
investigated by Ciegis (1990). As to the stability of the solutioJ! of 
(1.4) this problem remains open. 

We also consider the simplified one dimensional problem 
(Jl = 0) 

du 2· 
dz = -,"/(z)lv(z)1 u(z), u(O) = 1, 

dv 2 
dz = -,(z)lu(z)1 v(z), v(l) = B. 

(l.5a) 

. (1.5b) 

2. Stability analysis of the problem (1.3). Equations 
(J.3) yield the following simple steady-state solution (designated 
by the superscript zero): 

v(z) = Bexp(i,,/(1- z». (2.1) 
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In order to determine the stability characteristics of the steady
state solution (2.1) a nonstationary time - dependent model can be 
used (see Narum et al., 1988) 

ou ou . 2 -+- ='rO pv ot OZ ' 
u(O, t) = 1, 

ov ov . n2 * 
ot - oz = 'ru p u, v(l,t)=B, 

02p op 2 * ' 
. at2 + r at + 0 p = uv , 

u(z,O) = uo(z), v(z,O) = vo(z), 

p(z,O) = PO(Z), p'(Z, 0) = 0, 

(2.2a) 

, (2.26) 

(2.2c) , 

, (2.2d) 

where the additional equation for the variation of the density P from 
its mean value Po is introduced. We note that the pr()blem (2.2) 
defines the stability of the steady-state solution (2.1) connected 
with some physical model of the process in investigation. 

A fictitious time can be introduced into (1.3) similarly to the 
method (1.2) , 

ou au . 2 
at +oz = ·rlvl u, 

ov ov . 1 12 at- oz= Ii' u v, 

u(O,t) '= I, 

v(l,t)=;B. 

(2.3a) 

(2.36) 

This model gives another stability definiti()n of the solution (2.1). 
First we investig~te the model (2.3). In order to determine a linear 
stability of the steady~state solution, we perturb the amplitudes of 
the.{orward and' backward 'waves so, that 

where Uj(z), Vj(z) repres~nt smallperturbat~~n~ ,~p the s~eady:state , 
soluti6n. Illserting 'theseelxp¥~~gioris' inth tq~: (2.3) we' derive 'lin- ' 
earized equations for the perturbation ainpli'tud~~c: :', " c" 

du~~z) = "':~u~(zH' irlBI2 (v~ (z) + v;(~»), (2.5a) 
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dU1;Z) = -AU;(Z)- irlBI2 (Vl (z) + V;(Z»), (2.5b) 

dv~;z) = AVl(Z) - ir(ul(z) + U2(Z»), (2.5c) 

dV~;z) = AV2(Z) + ;r( Ul(Z) + u2(Z»). (2.5d) 

Ul(O) = 0, U2(0) = 0, vl(l) = 0, v2(l) = O. (2.5e) 

If for ReA> 0 a nontrivial solution of (2.5) exists, then the steady 
state solution (2.1) will be temporally unstable to the growth of 
these perturbations ( linear instability). By adding (2.5a,b) we 
obtain the equation 

d(Ul(Z) + u2(z» __ '( () .(» 
d - 1\ Ul Z + u2 Z , 

Z ' 

the particular solution of which is equal to Ul(Z) + u;(z) = o. Then 
it follows from (2.5c,d) and boundary conditions (2.5e) that VI(t) = 
0,V2(t) = o. Finally we obtain from (2.5a,b,c) that Ul(Z) = 0,U2(Z) = 
0, i.e. only a trivial solution Uj(z) = O,vJ(z) = 0 of the problem 
(2.5) with ReA> 0 exists. Hence we have proved a linear stability 
of the steady-state solution (2.1), if the stability is defined by the 
nonstationary problem (2.3). 

Next we investigate an asymptotical stability of the same so
lution. After simple calculations we get that the following conser
vation properties hold for the solution of (2.3) 

81uI2 81uI2 _ 0 
ot + 8z - , 

81vl 2 81vI2 ' ---=0. 
at ' 8z . (2.6) 

It follows from the maximum prindple and the boundary conditions 
(2.3) that the solution of (2.3) is globally bounded. Moreover, the 
method of characteristIcs yields us the equalities 

o ~ z ~ 1, . t> 1, 

hence, the &ystem: (2.3Y becomes decoupled for t ~ 1. By solving' 
these simple problems we ' get ' " ' '" ' 

I , u(z, t) = u(z), v(z, t) = v(z), 
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and for any initial perturbations the solution of the nonstationary 
problem (2.3) converges to the exact steady-state solution '(2.1). 
We have proved the asymptotical stability of this solution when its 
stability is defined by the time - dependent model (2.3). 

Similar results are valid for the solution of the difference sche-
me 

Yo = 1, (2.7a) 

wN=B. (2.7b) 

The time - dependent problem (2.3) is replaced by the difference 
scheme (the iterative method) 

fI- y( -1) . Iw( _1)12 + IwI2 IflI2 + IY( _1)12 
h = '1 2 fI- + y.(-l)' flo = 1, (2.8a) 

w(-I)-w .lflI2+1y(-1)12Iw(-1)12+lwI2 
h = -'1 2 w.( -1) + w.' WN = B.(2.8b) 

The following discrete conservation Jaws hold for (2.7),(2.8) 

IYj+l12 = IYjl2 = 1, IWjl2 = IWj+l12 = B, j = 0, 1,,,,, N - Il2.9a) 

IflI2 = ly(-1)12, Iw(-1)12 = Iw12. (2.9b) 

We obtain from (2.9) that the steady-state solution of (2.7) is 
asymptotically stable. 

Next we consider the problem (2.2), which also defines so~e 
iterative method. As stated above the stability define,d according 
to this model is called a physical stability. Linearized equations for 
perturbation amplitudes are given by 

~1 = -..\Ul _ i11BI2ul + i1,IBl2v l + i111B12(UI + v;), (2.10a) 

du; \.. IB'12.- . IBI2. i" I' BI2(. ) (2.10b) dz = - AU2 + '1' u2 - '1 ,v2 - 11 u2 + VI , 

d "', " • ",", 
VI \ • . • (. )' 

dz' =;AVI +,fYVl ,:-;C ''YUI:'''' '11 U2 + VI , 

~: = ..\v; ~ irpt+ i1,~;+ h'l(UI -+- V;), 

11= 10N(..\2,+rA+n~);, 

(2.10c) 

(2.10d) 
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The investigation of particular solutions of (2.10) shows that there 
exist nonstable modes with ReA ~ O.The instability threshold for 
the system (2.2) is defined as the lowest intensity that yields a so
lution to the system of linearized equations with ReA = 0 for any 
value of ImA (see Narum et al., 1988). We see that the steady~state 
solution is not unconditionally stable, if the time-dependent prob
lem (2.2) is used to define the stability. A numerical investigation 
of the whole dynamic system (2.2) confirms the res'ults of linear 
analysis: for some value of"'( > 'Yo the solution becomes unstable 
and evolves from a stable state to a chaotic state as the input in
tensities are increased following the period-doubling route (see also 
Narum et al., 1988). These examples ,confirm our ,statement that 
the stability of the steady-state solution depends on the iterative 
method (nonstationary problem) used to find this solution. 

, " 

3. Stability an~lysis of the problem (1.5). It is easy to 
prove that the probl~~ (1.5) has a unique solution for any param
eters 'Y,B (see Ciegis and Norvaisas, 1989). Taking into account 
the results ofSect.2w"e investigate the stability ~f this steady-state 
solution,by using a nonstationary pr.oblem 

OU ou 1 ( )12 "( ") at+OZ=-'Ylvz,t uZ,t, U,(O,t) = 1, 
(1)8v ' 2 ,,' 
at - OZ = 'Yllu(z,t)1 v(z,t), v(l,t),=B.' 

, ~3.1a) 

, (3.J.b)" 

We note that the~y~~t~tical" s~a,~jH~Y i~ ~o~t impo~t.aI;t' in apjpli~ 
catiops~" ther~f~re w~re~tti~t.9ttrs,~lv~s :only ,t() its analysis (for, the" 
linear stability analysis see Cie.~s.,,! 992a.). Aftersimp}e calcI:11a-:" 
tions we prove the following coriservati~n property of the problem 
(31)" ,."",,,,,/';\ ':,,'<' ,'" ,"" ". 

',: """, . ~ ;; ," 'oquI2 ' -+ Iv12 ) ~ 0(lu12 - Iv12 ) = O. ' 
-,.j !,(f ~;"I'~' "C\lJt. '::'}"! :.'.~] ," 8%"<: < i~: l ," .' '. 

The nonlinearity of the problem (3.i) is to complicated to:investi
ga~1i, 'a.naly ti cally. We ''riie 'ui~' riunier1~a.l e~~~rfni~~"t method to 
anaJy~~ the stability of the ste;Wy.~stat,,,solu-tipn. Ol;1r"aiilf~is not 

"', .. \' l •. , .. '~· \'Jr,' "t· "'\' , •. ,,:.~ •. ', ,~ 

only'tc) a:'nalyse this stability in the c~e of the ~04~1 10 1ft-oblem 
f ,,( '. '.. , ~ I" ! ,j' ,,~ • • 

(1.5), but also to propose and to test aI g~n'er~l tecHnique which can 
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be used for the 2D problem (1.4). The difference scheme for the 
nonlinear problem (3.1) is defined by 

' ___ IWj +w;-112Yj +i/j-i 
Yt +Yz - 1 2 . ,2 ' Yo = 1, (3.2a) 

, Ii/Hi + Yj 12Wi+i + Wj 
Wf - W z = 1 2 2' (3.2b) 

Y(Zj,O) = tto(Zj), w(zj, 0) = vo(Zj). (3.2c) 

The convergence of the difference scheme (3.2) solution to the so
lution of (3.1) can be obtained following. similar results of Ciegis 
(1992b). The steady state solution satisnes the finite difference 
scheme 

o 0 0 0 

o _ I Wj + Wj+112 Yj -tj Yj+1 
Yz - -1 2' 2' 

o 
Yo = 1, (3.3a) 

o 0 0 0 

;Lz = -11 Yj +2YHl12 Wj +2Wj+l, ' ;LN = B. (3.3b) 

We use iterative methods proposed by Ciegis and Norvaisas (1989) 
to find the solution of (3.3). . 

In num,erical expe~iments the parameters (1, B) were selected 
so that to investigate the region of these parameters important for 
applications. The case when backscatter grows from a small noise 

, wave,introduced at z = L, waS also considered: 

1 ~ 1 ~ 60, B = bo(l- i),; bo = 10-3,10":2,10-1, 1. 

The ma.in result of the numerical experiment is that in all cases the 
solution of (3.2) converges to the steady-state solution y(z),;L(z) 

, and for any ! the following estimates ho~d 

IIY(z, t) - y(z)IIc ~ !, llw(z, t) - ;L(z)lli: ~!, fort;?; T(!). 

Hence, the steady-state solution is asymptotically stable if the sta
bility is defined by the time-dependent problem (3.1). 

Simila.rly to the analysis of Sect.2, we can, use one more time 
dependent model 

. Ott Ott . ' 
. at + (}z = 'gav, u(O,t) = 1, (3.4a) 

ov ov .• (I' .) at - oz = zgO" tt, v, t = B, (3.4b) 

00" ( .) •• 2/ at + a.i + la2 0" = IgttV ,1 = ga, (3.4c) 
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where 9 is d:efinedby g2 = r(al + ia2)' Mathematical model (3.4) 
. gives one more stability definition of the steady state solution. By 
using the numerical experiment method we have determined such 
sets of parameters (r, B, al, a2) for which the instability of the 
steady state solution arises (see also Chu, Kanefsky and Falk, 1992; 
Ch.ow and Bers, 1993). Recall that our goal is to develop iterative 
methods (time depen~entproblems) for which the steady-state so
hlt'i~.n'rema:ins stable as Ibngas possible. Therefore the following 
values ,of the parameters"al = 0, a2 > ° must be recomended for 
stabili'tycomputations. . .' 

, 
4. Stability Of the problelll (1.4) solution. The 2D prob-

lemis more complicated. No results are known about the existence 
and uniqueness of its solution (obvi~usly e~cluding the case· when 
a classical fixed point theorem of Schaudef may be used). One 
more interesting detail il,bout the pro.blem (1.4) must be noted. In 
many papers in which the results of numerical simulation are re
porte<;l the conv~rgence.of, iterative methods is obtained only for 
some finite value of,the ,coupling cgefficient r .~ r~ (see Lehmberg, 
1982,1983; V9lkova, 1988; ~Qyer,Valley and Cimolino, 1988). Two 
hypothesis can be proposed. The first. conjecture is that this .fact 
is connected with the internal property of the problem(1.4}, Le. 
with the stability of its solution. The second conjecture is that the 
convergence of iterativemethodsdep~nds"on the' difference scheme 
properties. Our' goa.l is to investigate these conje~tu~e~ .. Having 
in mind the results obtained 'iIi Sect.2,3We propose the frillowing 
time d~perid-ent problem . . , 

. . . , 
\.' , 

au au, c, c " cc' 1 12 -a-t + -a-z + apAu ='-g v, U:,' u(O,rj t) c,~ uo(r),' 
a 'c a ' .",., ," ' a: - a~ + ilJAu = glul2v, v(L, r, t) = vL(r): 

.. -~ ) ,_. I,,,:" ,f _ "" ., ',"" 

We 'approximate the prohlem\'(4~1) by the" differEir.ce scheme 

t U: ;-":- (:~ ~ \_; 

Yt + fjz + ilJAfi = _glwI2y, y(O,rk,tj) = uo(rJ:,,), 

Wt,i-l -WE +,(jtA~= gIYI2~;-' ~ JJ(i:,rk' tj):~ vt(rk), 

"j 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 
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where the following. notations are used 

The convergence of thesolution6r (4.2)to the solution of (4.1) is 
investigated by Ciegis (1989). -"', 

As is noted above, we have no existence and?niqueness re
sults for the problem (1.4). In order to get a boundary condition 
(4.1 b) for which some steady-stat~ sol utio:n really exists (perhaps 
not unique), we solve an auxiliaryinitial value,problem 

Yz + ipAfj = _gltiiI2fj, 

W z - ipAw = _gl~12tii, 
yeO, rk) = uo(rk), 

w(O, rk) = vO(rk), 

and define the boundary condition as Vdrk) == w(L, ~k). 

(4.3a) 

'(4.3b) 

REMARK 1. Such a choice enables us not only to get ,the bo,und
ary con,dition vL{rk), but also to obtain the exact steady-state so
lution.Hen'te, we can investigate the asymptotical stability i~a 
neighbol,lrhood of the solution. ' 

In our numerical simulations we take 

uo(r) = doLo(O, r,/) + 41~1(O, r, f) + .. ·dmLm(O, r,f),-

where>' Li(Z, r, J) are the' Lagu~rre' functic)ns~ For example in ,the, 
most simple case, when m = 0; ~ '-' '.", 

uo(r) = eJ!:p(-O,5~2.(1+i,1/f»): 

The.initial condition for th~ba£iC~~;tter,i-s given by-a random rep
resentation 

, ~'f {- ~'t~' 1:'~ .f.t :H : ~-' 1 ". . .. ,' , -:~,:' 
, . : ,;-"-: f' . - " 

vo(z) = coLo(O,~r,1) +c;lLl,(O, r, f) + ... + cpL,,(O,r, 1). (4.4) 
" ., " ':.' ~:,: ,:J~t~,\'~' ;l.! _ '~~l ,'i,'.,;:,,~ .. ~ ::'_~,:~'~ ... .. . . . : ~'\,. 

The numerical :experitner;tt$ proves ,th~ f911owing. results." , 
01. Gomm.f!1et&ce,'o} the i i1~r'ati1J~' ~ethod (4~2). Iil all cases 

, for sufficiently smalli vahle of rthe iterative method (4.3) 
" :,', convergestd' some 'si~~dy stittEdoluti6h'. 
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C2. Stability of the solution of (4.3). The stability of the so
lution of (4.3) depends on the number of modes presented 
in (4.4) (we fixed the parameter m = 0 in all computa
tions). If p = 0, then the steady state solution remains 
stable for anyvalues of the parameter g. For example the 
simulations give the correlation function value H = 0.9992 
and the total reflectivity Ro = 0.95 for g'= 0.07, where we 
defined 

R 
If ru(r, O)v(r, 0)dr12 

H = °llu(O)IJ2 IIv(0)1I2 ' 
R _ Ilv(0)112 -lIv(L)1I 2 

° - lIu(O)112 . 

A situation becomes more complicated when we use p = 5 in 
(4.4) and select Ci such that for the exact solution Ho = 0.396. 
The exact steady state solution remains stable till 9 = 0.005 (or 
Ro ~ 0.85). After· this for 9 > 0.005 it becomes unstable and (4.2) 
converges .to the another solution with H > lID. This new solution 
remains stable and the conjugation charakteristic H is improved 
monotonically with increased values of the coupling coefficient g, 

e.g., the simulations give Ro = 0.958, H = 0.872 for!J. = 0.02. More 
detailed results of a computational experiment are given by Buzelis 
et ai., 1990. 

N ext we investigate our second conjecture. For this purpose 
we approximate the problem (1.4) by the following splitting scheme 
(see Volkova, 1988; Lehmberg, 1982) 

° 0+ Y - Yk + . A Y Yk· 0 
h II' 2 =, (4.5a) 

° 0+ W - Wk .; A W Wk . 0 
h - II' 2 =, (4.5b) 

Yk+! - yO = _ I Wk+l + wO 12 Y/c+l + yO 

. h. ' .. 9 2 . 2 ' (4.5c) 

Wk+! - wO = _ I Yk+! -+ yO 12 Wk+1 + wO 

. ·h·· g, 2· .' 2 . 
I, , ' • 

(4.5d) 

Anaiogycally 'to (4.3) we can state initial value problem ·for (4.5) 

. (4.5e) 
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The obtained solution W(L,l"k) is used as a boundary condition for 
the problem (4.5) with two point conditions (vL(rk) = w(L,rk» 

(4.5f) 

The covergence of the initial value problem solution is investigated 
by many authors (see Sanz-Serna, 1984; Ciegis, 1989; Ivanauskas, 
1989). The following error estimates are valid 

IIY(z) - u(z)1I ~ C{h + h~), IIw(z) - v(z)1I ~ C(h + h~), 

where ho is the mesh size of the discrete grid wr • In order to solve 
nonlocal problem (4.5a-d, f) we use the iterative method similar 
to (4.2) 

'0 0 ••• '0 + . 
Y - Y + Y - Yk + . A Y Yk 0 

T h IfJ 2 =, 

YHl - YHl + YHI - yO ::':: _ 1 wk+1 + wO 12 Yk+l + i;O 
T h 9 2 2' 

uP - wO _ Wk+1 - wO = I YHl + yO 12 Wk+1 + WO 

T h 9 2 2' 
- -0 - -0-

Wk - Wk W - Wk • A W + WI.: 0 
h + ZfJ 2 =. 

T 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 

(4.6d) 

Some results of numerical simulations are presented in Ta.bles 1,2. 
Boundary conditions for (104) were given by formulas 

uO(r) = exp(-0.5r2(1 + i/f), 

vL(r) = co(Lo(L, r, f) + c1L1(L, r, f) + ... + C4 L4(L, r,f), 

Co = 0.025, Cl = 0.1 + iO.S, C2 = -0.3 + iO.6, 

C3 = 1 + iO.1, C4 = 0.5 - iO.7. 

We solved (1.4) for the following values of parameters 

L = 0.0231, f = 0.0169, fJ = 0.5, 

h = L/(N - 1), ho = R/(M - 0.5), 

R = 3.18, 

N = 100, M = 100. 

The well-known Talanov transformation· was implemented in our 
• • i ;' f 

algorithm in order to solve numerically the propagation of focused 
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laser beams accurately (see Volkova, 1988.) First we used thedif
ference scheme (4.2). The values of Hand Ro are presented in 
Table 1 for various values g. We see that the steady state solution 
is stable for all g. 

Table 1. Results for the difference scheme (4.2) 

9 3.462 5.193 8.654 13.847 25.963 

Ro 0.042 0.219 0.524 0.718 0.863 

H 0.953 0.957 0.953 0.961 0.977 

Next we solved (1.4) using the splitting difference scheme (4.5) 
and the iterative method (4.6). The convergence was obtained only 
for 9 ~ go, N = 50, M = 50 (see Table 2). Such stability property of 
the steady state solution (4.5) is due to the discretization proper
ties of the splitting method and is not cohnected with the internal 
stability of the differential problem (1.4). A more detailed analysis 
of this interesting phenomena will be given in a. separate paper. 

Table 2. Results for the difference scheme (4.6) 

9 1.731 3.462 4.327 5.193 > 0.003 

Ro 0.002 0.043 0.119 0.22 -

II 0.731 0.947 0.957 0.955 -

5. General stability analysis. In this section we present 
some general conclusions. Our aim is to investigate efficient itera
tive methods for solving a nonlinear problem 

Ay=f. (5.1) 

In particular we consider iterative methods which are expressed in 
the following from 

(5.2) 
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In the simplest cases B = E + rR (see, for example, (1.4), (1.6». 
For B = E we get the classical explicit iterative method. The error 
function Z/c = Y - Ylc satisfies the problem 

(5.3) 

Next we assume that B = E. A sufficient condition for the conver
gence of the iterative method (5.2) follows from the energy equality 

IIZ1c+l 112 + TIIZtll 2 + 2r(c5Az/c, ZIc) = IIzlcll 2 

whfch is obtained from (5.3) multiplying it by 2rzlc.1f (c5Azlc, ZIc) > 0, 
then we get that IIzlc+111 < IIzJ:lI. Hence the iterative method (5.2) is 
convergent and the steady-state solution of (5.1) is asymptotically 
stable according to our stability definition. For many problems 
arising in applica.tions (e.g. the electro contact modeling problem, 
which is investigated by Ciegis, Ciegis and Ciupaila, 1992) the con
dition (c5A(y)z, z)\> 0 is used to define the stability of the solution. 
Therefore, the itera.tive method (5.2) with B = E enables us both 
to find a solution, and to prove its sta.bility at the same time. A 
divergence of the iterative method shows that a steady state solu
tion (if any) is not asymptotically stable (we deal with the global 
asymptotical stability there). If only stable solutions are of interest 
to us, then the explicit iterative method B = E or its modifications 
B = E + TR are recommended for solving (5.1). It follows from 
the analysis given above that in order to find npnstable solutions 
of (5.1) we must eliminate the modes Vi, i = 1,2,·", Jo, which cor
respond to eigenvalues .xi with Re.xi ~ O. For some problems this 
can be done efficiently ifthe basic iterative method (5.2) is supple
mented with the orthogonal projection step 

i= 1,2, ... ,10. 

But a more general method to overcome the instability of the steady 
state solution is to use the Newton method, for which B = h'A{ylc). 
Then the error function satisfies the equation 

. ZJ:+1 ..,. ZJ: 1 T' '2 ..:.. 
c5A(YJ:) + c5A(YJ:)zJ: + -2Zk 6 A(Yk)ZIc = O. (5.4a) TJ: 
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Multiplying this equation by (6A(yk»-1 we get 

Zk+~- Zk + Zk + ~zn6A(Yk»-162A(Yk)Zk = o. (5.4b) 

For the classical Newton method Tk = 1, and the problem becomes 
even simpler 

, (5.4c) 

It follows from (5.4) that Newton's method is convergent if a suffi
ciently good initial approximation of the exact steady state solution 
is given. Therefore, with such a choice of the operator B the conver
gence of (5.2) does not depend explicitly on the signs of eigenvalues 
ReAl;. The divergence of the Newton method doesn't give any in
formation about the stability of the solution either. These results 
show that the value of different iterative methods can be reesti
mated when new classes of problems are considered. For example 
explicit iterative methods proved to be supperior to the Newton 
method when a stability of the solution is analysed along with its 
existence. 
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